Effective Communication Trainer’s Kit $895

What you say and how you say it can make or break trust, morale, productivity, and your organization’s bottom line.

This trainer’s kit builds upon the concepts presented in the Personality Lingo Basic Training. Participants will identify the motivations, communication preferences, and communication pitfalls for each of the personality styles. Includes worksheets for analyzing difficult communication challenges – with five case studies worked out in detail. Choose between a 5-hour and a 2-hour presentation outline. Or, use the (unaltered) handouts and slides in your own custom presentations.

Facilitation Guide (148 pages)

The guide contains instructions for conducting seventeen different interactive activities that provide your participants with opportunities to work together in a safe environment.

Fully Animated Slideshow Presentation (40 slides)

Keep your participants engaged and on track with this high impact slideshow presentation. Activities designed to demonstrate each of the five keys to communication: (1) Identify, (2) Clarify, (3) Modify, (4) Verify, and (5) Apply.

Participant Handouts (36 pages) with Duplication Rights

Your End User Agreement (EUA) provides you with duplication rights to the participant handouts.

BONUS: Communication Quiz Mini Kit ($79 value)

A printable communication quiz and alternate handouts which you can use when you want to streamline the style identification segment in your workshops.

https://personalitylingo.com/personality-training-communication-skill-building-kit
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